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Singing river electric jobs

Singing River Electric Cooperative Lucedale, MS 108 Apprentice Lineman-MGCCC Career Day jobs 171 28 jobs Singing River Electric Cooperative Job Description Skills * Live or move to the relevant Service Area Assist crews with activities such as setting up trucks, loading the necessary equipment.
Perform pole work that is limited to new construction and completely de-energizing poles. Frame and erect single-phase structures including, but not limited to, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, guys, anchors, basics, secondary poles, secondary parking poles, safety lights, transformers and fused c/o locations. Makes
connections meter loops, transformers, and other equipment to de-energizing poles. It must be possible to demonstrate the duties of work in a safe manner. Skills and/or experience required: Must have a marketing driver's licenseMust be a graduate of the current 2020 MGCCC Apprentice Lineman
program. The application, which is currently closed Register new jobs posted daily This work was posted on Ot November 24 2020 and ended Nov 30, 2020. TasksAdhed safety practices and procedures, such as regularly inspecting equipment and installing obstacles around work areas. Test wires
according to electrical diagrams and specifications to identify the relevant wires and to prevent incorrect connections. Open switches or attach grounding devices to prevent electrical hazards from interference or fallen lines or ease of repair. Climb poles or use cargo assembly buckets to access the
equipment. Drive vehicles equipped with tools and materials on the workplace. Identify defective section shortening devices, switches, fuses, voltage regulators, transformers, switches, relays or wires using wiring circuits and electrical testing tools. Install, maintain and repair electrical distribution and
transmission systems, including piping, cables, wires and associated equipment such as transformers, switches and switches. Dig holes using drills, and fix poles using cranes and power supply. Place insulating or fireproduce materials over the wires and joints. Install watt-hour meters and connect
service droplets between power lines and consumer equipment. Travel trucks, helicopters and planes to check lines that do not have interference and fitness for isolation. Splice or solder cables together or overhead transmission lines, customer service lines or street lighting lines using hand tools,
epoxies or specialized equipment. String wire heads and cables between poles, towers, trenches, pylons and buildings, setting the lines in place and using winches to adjust the tension. Check and check power lines and auxiliary equipment to find and identify using reading and testing tools. Before
installation, attach cross-veneers, insulators and accessories to the poles. Coordinate the preparation and completion of work tasks with other employees. Replace Replace straighten the damaged poles. Trim trees that could be dangerous for the operation of cables or wires. Lay the underground cable
directly into the trenches, or string it through the wire running through the trenches. Clean, tin and glue the appropriate conductors by cutting the ends together or connecting the ends with metal clamps and soldering joints. Pull the cable on the trucks with your hands. Before cutting and peeling and
insulating the pipes from damaged or newly installed cables and pipelines. Cut trenches by laying underground cables using trenchers and cable plows. SkillsActive Listening – Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking the time to understand the points that are, asking questions as
needed, and without interrupting unsuitable times. Talking – Talking to others to provide information effectively. Critical thinking – Using logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses in alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. Monitoring – Performance
monitoring/evaluation for yourself, other people or organizations to make improvements or take corrective action. Coordination - adaptation of actions related to other activities. Complex problem solving - Identification of complex problems and review of related information to develop and evaluate options
and implement solutions. Performance monitoring - Viewing, dialing or other indicators for measuring instruments to ensure that the machine is working properly. Operation and control - Equipment or system control activities. Troubleshooting - Identifying and deciding on the causes of operational errors.
Repair - Repair of machines or systems using the necessary tools. Quality control analysis - carrying out tests and tests on products, services or processes to assess quality or performance. Judgment and decision-making - Taking into account the relative costs and benefits of possible actions to choose

the most appropriate one. Time Management – Managing your time and time for others. KnowledgeCustomer and Personal Service - Knowledge of customer and personal service delivery principles and processes. This includes assessing customer needs, meeting quality of service standards and
assessing customer satisfaction. Mechanical - Knowledge of machines and tools, including their design, use, repair and maintenance. Similar jobs in the area of Lineman B Chain Electric Company In Lucedale, MS Overview Lineman B - OH - Lucedale, MS Job Summary: Apprentice Lineman B is a semiqualified position for the construction, repair and maintenance of electrical overhead distribution systems. The work shall include the performance of qualified tasks in accordance with standard trading practices. Reasonable... Read more Lineman B - OH-Lucedale, MS Chain Electric Corporate Lucedale,
MS Lineman B - OH - Lucedale, MSJob Summary: Apprentice LinemanB is electrical overhead systems in construction, repair and maintenance. The work shall include the performance of qualified tasks in accordance with standard trading practices. Reasonable... Read more Lineman B - OH- Lucedale,
MS Chain Electric Lucedale, MS Lineman B - OH - Lucedale, MSJob Summary: Apprentice Lineman B is a semi-qualified position for the construction, repair and maintenance of electric overhead distribution systems. The work shall include the performance of qualified tasks in accordance with standard
trading practices. Reasonable... Read more at 12R Interior Electrician Army National Guard Citronelle, AL How monitors electricity, Interior electricians are a valuable activity for the Army's National Guard. They soldiers made light paths to their crews, installing and repairing wire systems in offices, repair
shops, airplane hangars, and other buildings. How to Interior ... Read more Interior Electrician Army National Guard Citronelle, AL Company Review How monitors electricity, Interior electricians are valuable in the operation of the Army's National Guard. They soldiers made light paths to their crews,
installing and repairing wire systems in offices, repair shops, airplane hangars, and other buildings. How... Read more Journeyman Electrician Medix Group in Lucedale, MS Seeking Caretaker Electrician Review: Knowledge to perform mid to high level electrical repairs and equipment knowledge of
building codes Full-time and part-time employment options Flexible hours with high pay and the opportunity to grow with us! Work both residential and commercial ... Read more electrician army national guard citronelle, AL How to monitor electricity, Interior electricians are valuable in the operation of the
Army National Guard. They soldiers made light paths to their crews, installing and repairing wire systems in offices, repair shops, airplane hangars, and other buildings. How to Interior ... Read more Elevator Technician (Union) Chugach Alaska Corporation Semmes, AL Who We Are and What We Do...
Make more than money. Make a difference. Chugach Government Solutions (CGS) and subsidiaries ... Our mission is to set the standard for first-class business services in the global market. We offer an exciting work environment, competitive compensation and excellent... Read more Master Electrician
Medix Group In Lucedale, MS Seeking Master Electrician Review: Knowledge to perform high-level electrical repairs and equipment Knowledge of Building Code Ability to tow permits Full-time and part-time work options Flexible hours with high pay and opportunity to grow with us! Work both residential
&amp;... Read more at Professional Electrician Medix Group in Lucedale, MS Seeking Professional Electrician Review: Knowledge to perform mid-level electrical repairs and installation. Full time and employment with commission flexible hours and working day choice with high pay and opportunity to
grow with us! Work both residential and commercial ... Read more Cryptological Technician (Wilmer) U.S. Navy Wilmer, AL The Soldiers in the Navy Cryptology Community analyze encrypted electronic communications, jam enemy radar signals, decrypt information in foreign languages and maintain
state-of-the-art equipment and networks used to create top secret Intel. Their other responsibilities are as follows: ... Read more at HVAC Service Technician Mr. Appliance Vancleave, MS There must be a basic understanding of the supply and return of the air duct in terms of equipment performance, and
a basic understanding of exhaust and make-up air performance. Be able to read and understand the wiring schematic diagrams of HVAC units up to 25 tons. Must be able to ... Read more Millwright Hood Industries, Inc. Beaumont, MS Hood Plywood, Division of Hood Industries, Inc. looking for Millwright
at our Beaumont, MS facility. The mill has about 265 employees. This heading would ensure that all production-related equipment is in good working order and works properly. They could use tools and other ... Read more at HRAC Mechanic (Union/Site Specific) Chugach Alaska Corporation Semmes,
AL Chugach Government Solutions (CGS) and subsidiaries... Our mission is to set the standard for first-class business services in the global market. We offer an exciting work environment, competitive compensation and great benefits. CGS is a unique organization that is able to satisfy... Read more
Millwright Hood Plywood Beaumont, MS Hood Plywood, a breakdown of Hood Industries, Inc. looking for Millwright at our Beaumont, MS facility. The mill has about 265 employees. This heading would ensure that all production-related equipment is in good working order and works properly. They could
use tools and other ... Read more about 13 jobs
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